1. Discussion of existing web advising resources by student level: (20 min each)
   - Student applying to KU and planning to attend (Wohletz, Tuttle, Gore)
   - Freshman during Hawk week and first couple of weeks (Brill, Kelton)
   - Sophomore making transition into major or professional school (Godfrey, Derritt)
   - Sophomore (or junior, alas) still trying to decide what to major in (Barringer, Link)

2. Faculty training in advising (McNeley, Durham, Pennington) (20 min)

3. Areas of concern/improvements that have been identified: (1 hr)
   - Recruitment – make more academically focused/ get faculty involved
   - Virtual majors fair
   - KYOU Portal
     i. Raise awareness with campus
     ii. Make it the lone entry to advising/enrollment/payment system
   - Early warning and intervention system (Cindy Derritt will update on last semester’s intervention pilot)
   - Why other things need to be fixed about the advising system?

Break

4. Demo of Psych 102 advising tool for majors (Paul Atchley), 3-3:30

5. Summarize list of possible action items; plan next meeting